Road trippin’ stories
“Cloudstreet” Tim Winton. From separate catastrophes two rural families
flee to the city & find themselves sharing a great, breathing, shuddering
joint called Cloudstreet where they begin their lives from scratch. For
twenty years they roister and rankle, laugh and curse until the roof over
their heads becomes a home for their hearts. Audio CD & eAudio

“A distant journey” Di Morrissey. Cindy moves to an isolated sheep
station on the sweeping plains of the Riverina in New South Wales.
Her new life at Kingsley Downs station is not what she'd imagined as
she is flung into a strange and challenging world. Natural disasters
and the caprices of the wool industry shape her destiny. Audio CD &
eAudio
“Deadman’s Track” Sarah Barrie. Atherton family operate Calico
Lodge, a farm and tourist resort in the lower Central Highlands of
Tasmania. Tess Atherton, scarred by a recent tragedy on Federation
Peak, is reluctant to guide a group of young hikers in a wild Tasmanian winter, but it seems safer than remaining amid the violence that
threatens them in Hobart. Little does she know that she has brought
the danger with her... Audio CD & eAudio
“Hope Junction series” Rachael Johns. ‘Jilted’ Soapie star Ellie Hughes
returns to the small country town of Hope's Junction, while caring for
her injured godmother, Matilda. But it isn't long until the townspeople
are gossiping about her return. ‘Road to Hope’ Nurse Lauren Simpson
is known in Hope Junction for the wrong reasons. When she decides to
get out of Hope her resolve is tested when locum Dr Tom Lewis arrives
in town. He’s hit the road with his vintage ute to travel the Outback &
live in the moment. Audio CD & eAudio
“A long way from home” Peter Carey. Circumnavigates 1954 Australia
in the Redex Trial. 3 audacious individuals take part in the infamous
10,000 mile race—Irene Bobs loves fast driving, her husband is the
best car salesman in south eastern Australia, & their lanky fair-haired
navigator, Willie Bachhuber a quiz show champion & failed school
teacher. Audio CD & eAudio

Road trippin’ stories

“Man of Two Tribes” Arthur Upfield While travelling from Adelaide to
Perth on the Transcontinental Railway accused murderer Myra Thomas
mysteriously disappears during the journey. D.I. Napoleon Bonaparte
takes the case and sets off to search for her over the flat wasteland of
the Nullabor Plain. At first it seems that the harsh environment will
give him no clues, but Bony soon finds more than he bargained for,
landing himself in a bigger mystery & a fight for survival. Audio CD

“Puberty blues” Kathy Lette. Puberty Blues recreates with fascinating
honesty a world where only the gang and the surf count. For Deb and
Sue, it was a time when only top chicks survived and getting into the
cool beach gang with the spunkrat surfies was all that mattered, and
the kids who don't quite make the cut. Social hierarchies had to be
respected and sexual hurdles overcome whether the girls were ready
or not. Audio CD & eAudio
“Spirits of the Ghan” Judy Nunn. 2001 & a century-old dream is about
to be realised in the Red Centre: the completion of the mighty Ghan
railway, a vision to create a line that will finally link Adelaide with the
Top End. But construction of the final leg from Alice Springs to Darwin
will not be without its complications, for much of the desert crosses
Aboriginal land. Hired as a negotiator, Jessica Manning walks a delicate
line to reassure the Elders their sacred sites will be protected. eAudio
“Storm Boy” Colin Thiele. Storm Boy lives with his recluse father on
South Australia's lonely and beautiful Corrong coast. Here his free
spirit roams with his pet pelican Mr. Percival and his secret Aboriginal
friend Fingerbone Bill. He knows no other world. Storm Boy though is
growing up and is forced to choose between a life of continued isolation and the challenges of the outside world. Audio CD & eAudio
“The Tripp Diaries” Stig Wemyss. Join the Tripp family on their family
holiday. It begins innocently enough, but quickly develops into
something far more as Nick's father takes a small detour to chase
suspected koala kidnappers. The story is interspersed with Tripp tips
on how to survive touring holidays. Audio CD & eAudio

